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Introduction

This report, *AUC Faculty Publications 2016*, is a continuation of an annual series launched by former Vice Provost Ali Hadi in 2006. Prior to that year, there seems to have been only one previous list, compiled during 1982-83 by I. Moyer Hunsburger, who served at the time as Vice President for Academic Affairs and Dean of the Faculty.

This report is automatically generated from the Annual Faculty Reports, the faculty database software. It follows the policy set by Graham Harman, Associate Provost for Research Administration at the time, in 2011, that the list includes only those publications that actually appeared during calendar year 2016.

I am quoting Graham Harman in his 2011 introduction: “quantity is not everything, and mere quantitative output is no substitute for quality in research and creative endeavors. It should be noted that many productive AUC faculty do not appear on this list due to simple accident that none of their completed research happened to appear in 2016 publications. Hence absence from this list should not be construed as an absence of research or creative activities”.

Publishing this report continue to serve goals set in Ali Hadi’s introduction back in 2006, as well as additional goals serving AUC current strategic directions; namely:

- Showcase faculty research productivity and increase the visibility of research, scholarly and creative works by AUC faculty.
- Serve as a vehicle for faculty members to get to know about each other’s work and interests. This is to serve the objective of increasing interdisciplinary and collaborative research and scholarly activities among AUC faculty.
- Help local and international community to identify AUC faculty with expertise in certain areas. Such identification should facilitate more international collaborative work and community engagement in guiding university priorities and services.
- Increase Emphasize the importance of research and creative endeavors as an integral part of faculty responsibilities.
- Serve as a database and historical record of AUC faculty intellectual output.

The *Faculty Publications 2016* was compiled from the E.Repotiore of 2016 (thanks to Dahlia Saad and Shereen El Orabi at the associate provost’s office). Every effort has been made to make this list as accurate and complete as possible.

Alaa-Eldin M. Adris
Associate Provost for Research Innovation and Creativity
Codes

Manuscript Classification Code

**BK:** Book

**EB:** Edited book

**BC:** Book chapter

**BR:** Book Reviews

**RJ:** Article in refereed journal

**CP:** Article in conference proceedings

**NM:** Article in newspaper/magazine

**AW:** Archaeological Work

**CS:** Case Study

**ME:** Media appearance (radio, television, podcast)

**CW:** Creative work or exhibit

**EN:** Encyclopedia article

**TR:** Unpublished article or technical report

**PT:** Patent

**TL:** Translation

**OP:** Other publications

---

**Bibliography Style**

**BK:** Authors' names and abbreviations, (year), *Book Title*, City: Publisher.

**EB:** Authors' names and abbreviations, Eds, (year), *Book Title*, City: Publisher.

**BC:** Authors' names and abbreviations, (year), —Chapter Title, in *Book Title*, (Editors ‘names and abbreviations, Eds.), City: Publisher, pp–pp.

**BR:** Authors' names and abbreviations, (year), —A Reviews of *Title of book Reviewed* by book authors and abbreviations, City: Publisher of book, *Journal Name*, Volume number, pp–pp.

**RJ:** Authors' names and abbreviations, (year), —Article Title, *Journal/Proceedings*, Volume number, pp–pp.

**CP:** Authors' names and abbreviations, (year), —Article Title, *Name of Proceedings*, pp–pp.

**NM:** Authors' names and abbreviations, (year), —Article Title, *Name of Newspaper/Magazine*, pp–pp.
Academy of Liberal Arts (ALA)

Dean: [Robert Switzer]

Arabic Language Instruction (ALI)

Kamal M. Ahmed Al Ekhnawy, Senior Instructor


Montasser M. Al-Qaffash, Instructor

CW: Al-Qaffash, M. M, “To see now” (November 1, 2016)

Sayed I. Daifallah, Instructor

Rasha E. Hassan, Instructor
CW: Hassan, R. E, Manual for Teaching Arabic Online, Cairo, Egypt, (2013 - Present)

Hebatalla M. E. D. Salem, Senior Instructor

Iman A. Soliman, Senior Instructor
OP: Soliman, I. A. (2016), “Dr. Sayyed Daifallah wins Sawiris Award”, Academy of Liberal Arts Newsletter, Cairo, Egypt: AUC.

English Language Instruction (ELI)

Amani S. Demian, Senior Instructor

Susan A. El Esnawy, Senior Instructor

Mariah J. Fairley, Instructor

Rania K. Jabr, Senior Instructor II
Fotna N. Kassabgy, Senior Instructor II  

Alexander M. Lewko, Instructor  

Mariam H. Osman, Senior Instructor  

Susanne M. Rizzo, Senior Instructor  

Rhetoric and Composition (RHET)

Hossam El-Din M. M. Attiah, Instructor  

Melanie P. Carter, Senior Instructor  

Brooke S. Comer, Instructor  
CW: Comer, B. S, “Hawamdia Factory Zone”, Hawamdia, Cairo, Egypt, (September 1, 2013 - Present)

Amani M. El Shimi, Senior Instructor II  
http://www.aacu.org/diversitydemocracy/2016/spring/elshimi  
http://www.nafsa.org/Professional_Resources/Publications/International_Educator/International_Educator_November_December_2016/

Ghada M. Elshimi, Senior Instructor  

Michael A. Gibson, Senior Instructor  
CW: Gibson, M. A, Cairo Christian Fellowship, Cario, Egypt, (January 8, 2012 - Present)
**Iman F. Hamam, Instructor**

http://schools.aucegypt.edu/academics/rhet/Newsletter/Pages/articleDetails.aspx?aid=137

http://schools.aucegypt.edu/academics/rhet/Newsletter/Pages/articleDetails.aspx?aid=141


---

**Michelle C. Henry, Senior Instructor**

**NM:** Henry, M. C, (April (2nd Quarter/Spring) 2016), “Recognizing and Coping with Faculty Time Stress”, *RHET Today*.

**Richard C. Hoath, Senior Instructor**

**RJ:** Rodrigues, M, A. R. Bos, R. C. Hoath, P. Schembri, and C. Fernandes, (2016),

**NM:** Hoath, R, (January (1st Quarter/Winter) 2016), “Chortles, Chatters and Babbles”, *Egypt Today*, 16 - 17, Cairo, Egypt.

**NM:** Hoath, R. C, (February 2016), “Diary of a Naturalist”, *Egypt Today*, 20 - 21, Cairo, Egypt.


**NM:** Motawwy, Y, N. Fletcher-Jones, R. Hoath, and D. Navarro (May 2016), “Illustrating Egypt's Wildlife”, *Egypt Today*, 12-13, Cairo, Egypt.

**NM:** Hoath, R. C, (June 2016), “Visitors Not Allowed”, *Egypt Today*, 22-23, Cairo, Egypt.

**NM:** Hoath, R. C, (September 2016), “Kayaking the Nile”, *Egypt Today*, 20-21, Cairo, Egypt.

**NM:** Hoath, R. C, (October (4th Quarter/Autumn) 2016), “Garden Glory”, *Egypt Today*, 10-12, Cairo, Egypt.


---

**Doris J. Jones, Senior Instructor**


**CW:** Jones, D. J. “Heterotopia and Civil Society in Architectural Design”, CORE/RHET Students from Fall 2015, Doris Jones, The American University in Cairo, (September 2015 - May 2016)

**CW:** Croom Jr, P. M. and D. J. Jones, “AUC Rare Books and Special Collections Library: The Hidden Treasures”, RBSCL, AUC RBSC Library New Cairo, Egypt, (October 17, 2016 - May 30, 2017)


---

**Anthony G. Leone, Instructor**

**NM:** Leone, A. G, (March 3, 2016), “Talloires Network Funding of the Courses Quartet and Conference Civic Engagement Project”, *Academy of Liberal Arts*, 4, Cairo, Egypt.
http://media.aucegypt.edu/web/Doris_ODUS_Newsletter/Issue_10/Leone_Article.pdf


Sanaa A. Makhlouf, Senior Instructor II


Gretchen M. McCullough, Senior Instructor


CW: Mccullough, G. M, “Two Lovers and a Dead Man”, Gretchen McCullough, “Famous for Fifteen Theatre Festival” American University in Cairo, Egypt, (April 2003 - Present)


CW: Mccullough, G. M, “Two Words” and “Afterwards”, Mohamed Metwalli. Trans by Gretchen McCullough & Mohamed Metwalli, Brooklyn Rail in Translation (intranslation.brooklynrail.org), NY USA, (June 2013 - Present)


CW: Mccullough, G. M, “Margaret the First” Reviews of Margaret the First, by Danielle Dutton, The Literary Reviews, Fairleigh Dickinson University, Pennsylvania, (April 13, 2016 - Present)


Yasmine S. Motawy, Senior Instructor


Kathleen M. Saville, Senior Instructor

CW: Saville, K. M, “Racette the Raccoon Stopping by the Bird Feeder”, naturewriting.com, (September 2012 - Present)

CW: Saville, K. M, “Night is familiar”, naturewriting.com, (October 2012 - Present)


CW: Saville, K. M, “This isn’t Tinker’s Creek: A Pilgrim’s Ride to the Desert”, Stonecoast MFA in Creative Writing, University of Southern Maine, (November 11, 2012 - Present)


Wafaa E. Wali, Instructor
CW: Wali, W, “Distancias (Distances)”, Workshop at Cairo Contemporary Dance Company, Cairo, (February 2016 - April 2016)

Andrew T. Young, Instructor
CW: Young, A. T, “Qamarun Sung by Cairo Naqshbandis”, Naqshbandi Tariqa Cairo, (February 8, 2016)
CW: Young, A. T, “15th May Bridge Walkway”, Mohamed Abdel Aziz & Ahmad Nofal “0-One”, Vimeo, Cairo, (March 19, 2016)

Sherine Y. Zaki, Instructor

---

Business (BUS)

Dean: [Karim Seghir]

---

Accounting (ACCT)

Mohamed A. K. Basuony, Associate Professor
Technology Innovation Management and Engineering science International Conference (TIMES-iCON).

ME: Basuony, M. A. K, “El Fajr Newspaper”

Mohamed A. A. Hegazy, Professor


Khaled I. H. Samaha, Associate Professor


CW: Samaha, K. I. H, “A Comparative Analysis - Egypt vs. Europe”, ACCT 4003 students (Contemporary Issues in Accounting), AUC - Cairo - Egypt, (September 1, 2015 - Present)

Nermeen F. A. Shehata, Assistant Professor

International Accounting Section Midyear Meeting of the American Accounting Association.


Economics (ECON)

Samer Atallah, Assistant Professor


Adel A. Beshai, Professor


Hala M. S. El Ramly, Associate Professor


Abeer M. El Shennawy, Associate Professor


Mohamed S. El-Komi, Assistant Professor


Rami M. A. Galal, Instructor

Ahmed Kamaly, Associate Professor

Nagla E. Rizk, Professor


Mona A. S. Said, Associate Professor


Tarek H. Selim, Professor


CW: Selim, T. H, “Rhythmic Thoughts: A Book of Poetry” (February 2013 - Present)


Sarfaraz A. S. Syed, Assistant Professor


Management (MGMT)

Ali H. Awni, Professor of Practice

Aliaa Elbassiouny, Associate Professor

Ahmed Elshahat, Associate Professor

Ibrahim A. A. Hegazy, Professor
ME: Hegazy, I. A. A, “Al Ahram Daily newspaper”

Rania M. S. Hussein, Assistant Professor

Ayman A. A. F. Ismail, Assistant Professor

Dina F. Rateb, Associate Professor


Hamed M. Shamma, Associate Professor


Ahmed Mohamed H. A. Tolba, Associate Professor


Samir M. Youssef, Professor

Global Affairs & Public Policy (GAPP)

Dean: [Nabil Fahmy]

Center for American Studies & Research (AMST)

Magda K. Shahin, Professor of Practice
CW: Shahin, M. K, “Working with Faculty Initiative”, Misc, CASAR - GAPP AUC, AUC - New Campus, (September 1, 2016 - Present)

Dean of Global Affairs & Public Policy (Dean GAPP)

Mohamed N. Fahmy, Professor of Practice
Institute for Gender & Women's Studies (GWST)

Martina Rieker, Assistant Professor

Journalism & Mass Communication (JRMC)

Rasha A. Abdulla, Associate Professor


Research, 45, 1-12.
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/17475759.2015.1137079

http://ijoc.org/index.php/ijoc/article/view/3630/1766

Mervat S. Abou Oaf, Professor of Practice
CW: Abou Oaf, M. S, “Editor in Chief AdLife Magazine”, AR Publications, Dr. Ashraf Reda (Publisher), Cairo, Egypt, (January 2008 - Present)
CW: Abou Oaf, M. S, “Media Expert Guest Speaker (TV and Radio Shows) “, Mervat Abou OAF, Local and Terrestrial TV and local & online Radio, Cairo, Egypt, (2010 - Present)
CW: Abou Oaf, M. S, “Women and Memory Forum” added to the database ‘Who is She’, of the Egyptian Women Experts’, The Women and Memory Forum” April, 2010, and has been added to the database ‘Who is She’, a database of Egyptian Women Experts based on KVINFO's Danish database of female experts, KVINFO's Danish database of female experts, Denmark, (2010 - Present)
CW: Abou Oaf, M. S, “Cairo International Film Festival CIFF”, CIFF, Ministry of Culture, Cairo, Egypt, (2015 - Present)

Ronnie J. Close, Assistant Professor


CW: Close, R. J, “More Out Of Curiosity”, Cairo Institute of Liberal Arts and Sciences, Cairo Egypt, (October 11, 2016)

Naila N. Hamdy, Associate Professor


Kimberly L. King, Associate Professor of Practice
CW: King, K. L, “Lack of Diversity in Student Media” (April 11, 2016)


Hafez M. Osman, Professor of Practice

CW: Al Mirazi, H. O, “Egypt's Time”, BBC Arabic, Cairo, Egypt, (October 2014 - Present)

Law (LAW)

Jason A. Beckett, Assistant Professor

Usha Natarajan, Assistant Professor


Thomas Skouteris, Associate Professor

Mai Taha, Assistant Professor

Public Policy & Administration (PPAD)

Hamid E. Ali, Associate Professor

Ibrahim A.-H. Awad, Professor of Practice

Ghadha F. Barsoum, Assistant Professor
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Shahjahan Bhuiyan, Associate Professor


Laila M. El Baradei, Professor


Allison B. Hodgkins, Assistant Professor


ME: Hodgkins, A. B, “Political Violence @ A Glance”


Graduate Education (GSE)

Dean: [Ted Purinton]

International and Comparative Education (ICEDUC)

Heba F. El Deghaidy, Associate Professor

Nagwa Megahed, Associate Professor


Jennifer A. Skaggs, Assistant Professor


HUSS (HUSS)

Dean: [Nathaniel Bowditch]

Arab & Islamic Civilizations (ARIC)

Ellen V. R. Kenney, Assistant Professor


Bernard O'Kane, Professor


Mohamed A. Serag, Professor
ME: Serag, M. A, “1/2 Hour”

Arts (ARTS)

Jeanne D. Arnold, Associate Professor
CW: Arnold, J. D, “Costume Design: Tartuffe; Directed by Jane Page, Scenery and lights by Andrea Heillman”, American University in Cairo, Egypt, (January 5, 2016 - March 25, 2016)
CW: Arnold, J. D, “Costume Design: Askar Wi Harrameya; Directed by Mahmoud El Lozy, Scenery and lights by Dean Pantteja” (September 8, 2016 - November 15, 2016)

John N. Baboukis, Associate Professor
CW: Achkar, R, M. Ghanem, and A. Bahieldin, “Cairo Festival Orchestra with AUC student soloists”, Cairo Festival Orchestra, AUC, Malak Gabr Theatre, AUC New Cairo, Egypt, (April 16, 2016)
CW: Baboukis, J. N, A. Bahieldin, and M. Kourdi, “AUC Chamber Singers: Spring Concert”, AUC Chamber Singers, with student soloists, AUC, Malak Gabr Theatre, AUC New Campus, New Cairo, Egypt, (May 17, 2016)
CW: Baboukis, J. N, “A Symphony for Cairo (performed by the Cairo Symphony Orchestra)”, Cairo Opera House, Cairo, Egypt, (June 4, 2016)
CW: Baboukis, J. N, “Arranged and recorded Triumphal March from Verdi’s Aida”, Ad hoc brass quintet from the Cairo Symphony Orchestra, AUC, New Cairo, (August 14, 2016 - August 28, 2016)
CW: Baboukis, J. N, “Chamber Singers performance for presidential inauguration”, Chamber Singers, Bassily Hall, AUC New Cairo Campus, (October 17, 2016)


CW: Baboukis, J. N, “AUC Chamber Singers: Fall Concert”, AUC Chamber Singers, with student soloists, AUC, Malak Gabr Theatre, AUC New Campus, New Cairo, Egypt, (December 15, 2016)

Frank G. Bradley, Associate Professor

Mahmoud El Lozy A. H. El Lozy, Professor

Wael F. ElMahallawy, Associate Professor
CW: ElMahallawy, W, “AUC Ferqa (Concert)”, AUC Ferqa Ensemble, Music Program, Malak Gabr Theater, AUC New Campus, Cairo, Egypt, (May 2016)
CW: ElMahallawy, W, “AUC Folk Dance (Concert)”, AUC Folk Music Ensemble, Bassily Theater, AUC New Campus, Cairo, Egypt, (May 2016)
CW: ElMahallawy, W, “Ramadan nights at Cairo Opera house”, Islamic singing orchestra, Cairo Opera House, Cairo Opera House, El Zamalek, Cairo, Egypt, (July 2016)

CW: ElMahallawy, W, “AUC Ferqa (Concert)”, AUC Ferqa Ensemble, Music Program, AUC, Malak Gabr Theater, AUC New Campus, Cairo, Egypt, (December 2016)

CW: ElMahallawy, W, “AUC Folk Dance (Concert)”, AUC Folk Music Ensemble, Bassily Theater, AUC New Campus, Cairo, Egypt, (December 2016)

CW: ElMahallawy, W, “AUC Music Group (Concert)”, AUCYAT Music Ensemble, El Alfy Theater, AUC New Campus, Cairo, Egypt, (December 2016)


Shady E. Elnoshokaty, Associate Professor of Practice
CW: Elnoshokaty, S. E., “The Rat Dairies - Drawing project”, ART MARGINS - MIT press, MIT publishing house, Massachusetts, USA, (June 4, 2014 - Present)

Ghalia Elsrakbi, Instructor


Terri J. Ginsberg, Assistant Professor


Chelsea C. Green, Assistant Professor


CW: Mora, C. and S. Nagy, “Guitar Nights at Darb 1718”, Finoon Guitar Orchestra with Special Guests (Chelsea Green & Shady Nagy), Darb 1718 & Finoon Music Center, Cairo, Egypt, (April 6, 2016)

CW: Osman, S, “Creatopia”, Chelsea Green & Sherif Osman, EUREKA/Center for Learning and Teaching (CLT), Cairo, Egypt, (April 18, 2016)


CW: Green, C. C, “Guitar Ensemble Concert”, AUC Guitar Ensemble, AUC, Cairo, Egypt, (May 16, 2016)


CW: Green, C. C, “A New World in Malak Gabr Theater”, Cairo Guitar Collective, AUC Concert Series, Cairo, Egypt, (November 23, 2016)


Malek Khouri, Professor


Haytham A. Nawar, Assistant Professor


Bahia M. D. Shehab, Associate Professor of Practice


BC: Shehab, B, “The Granddaughters of Scheherazade”, in Companion to International Children’s Literature, Dr. John Stephens, Dr. Celia Abicalil Belmiro, Dr. Alice Curry, Dr. Li Lifang. Dr.Yasmine S. Motawy eds., Routledge, 2016.

CW: Shehab, B. M. D, “Mebaksel Keda Leh?”; Graphic Design Senior Show, Cairo, Egypt, (December 6, 2015 - January 16, 2016)
CW: Shehab, B. M. D, “Stand at the Corner of a Dream and Fight”, Vancouver, Canada, (February 2016)
CW: Shehab, B. M. D, “Imprisoned Butterfly”, NY, USA, (March 2016)
CW: Shehab, B. M. D, “We Love Life if We Had Access to IT”, Marrakech, Morocco, (April 2016)
CW: Shehab, B. M. D, “On this Earth”, Tokyo, Japan, (May 2016)
CW: Shehab, B. M. D, “Those who have no land have no sea”, Cephalonia, Greece, (August 2016)
CW: Shehab, B. M. D, “My country is not a suitcase”, Beirut, Lebanon, (September 2016)
CW: Shehab, B. M. D, “The Journey”, Amsterdam, Netherlands, (December 2016)

English and Comparative Literature (ECLT)

Ferial J. Ghazoul, Professor

William D. Melaney, Professor

Amy Motlagh, Associate Professor

Stephen A. Nimis, Professor

History (HIST)

Adam A. Duker, Assistant Professor

Hanan A. Kholoussy, Associate Professor

David R. Speicher JR, Assistant Professor

Applied Linguistics (LING)

Reem A. Bassiouney, Associate Professor
ME: Bassiouney, R. A, “al-Sabaah”

Atta Gebril, Associate Professor

Philosophy (PHIL)

Catarina C.M. De M. Belo, Associate Professor

Richard M. Fincham, Associate Professor

Graham Harman, Distinguished Professor


http://www.academia.edu/31137186/Decadencia_en_el_sentido_biogr%C3%A1fico_Tomando_distancia_de_la_Teor%C3%ADa_del_Actor-Red


Steffen W. Stelzer, Professor

Alessandro Topa, Assistant Professor
Ernest D. Wolf-Gazo, Professor

*Political Science (POLS)*

Nesrine M. Badawi, Assistant Professor


*Rabab A. El Mahdi, Associate Professor*


*ME:* El Mahdi, R. A. “El-Shorouk”


Ezzedine C. Fishere, Associate Professor

*CW:* Fishere, E. C, “Bab El-Kheroug (Exit)”, Dar El Shorouk, Cairo.

Ibrahim E. I. El Nur, Associate Professor


Bahgat Korany, Professor


Marco Pinfari, Assistant Professor


Nadine M. S. Sika, Assistant Professor

Soc, Anth, Psych & Egypt (SOC/ANTH/PSYC)

Mona M. Abaza-Stauth, Professor
ME: Abaza-Stauth, M. M., “Ahram online”

Soraya Altorki, Professor

Ramy M. K. Aly, Assistant Professor

Mona M. Amer, Associate Professor
Amy K. Holmes, Associate Professor


CW: Holmes, A. K. “Occupy Turkey: Resistance in Baseworld”, American University in Beirut, Lebanon, (September 2012 - Present)

Salima Ikram, Professor


ME: Ikram, S, “Livescience”
ME: Ikram, S, “Harmakis”
CW: Ikram, S, “Mortuary Archaeologist, Silsila”, Gebel el Silsila Project, Egypt, (February 2016)
CW: Ikram, S, “archaeozoologist, Dime”, Archaeological Expedition of Lecce University’s Soknopaiou Nesos (Dime), Lecce University, Dime, (October 2016 - November 2016)
CW: Ikram, S, “Archaeozoologist, Hisn el Bab”, Hisn el Bab Project, Austrian Institute of Archaeology, Hisn el Bab, Aswan, (November 2016)

Anne W. Justus, Associate Professor of Practice

Reem Saad, Associate Professor

Hassan Zaky, Professor
Libraries & Learn Tech (LLT)

Dean: [Shahira El Sawy]

Rare Books & Spec Collect Library (RBSCL)

Philip M. Croom Jr, Senior Instructor
CW: Croom Jr, P. M. and D. J. Jones, “AUC Rare Books and Special Collections Library: The Hidden Treasures”, RBSCL, AUC RBSC Library New Cairo, Egypt, (October 17, 2016 - May 30, 2017)
CW: Croom Jr, P. M. and S. H. Urgola, “Interview with Laurence Moftah about her life and experiences with her uncle Ragheb Moftah, Coptic Musicologue” (August 2014 - Present)

Mark P. Muehlhaeusler, Instructor
CW: Muehlhaeusler, M. P, “Arabic Comic Strips Exhibit”, AUC Library, (October 1, 2014 - Present)

Stephen H. Urgola, Senior Instructor
CW: Croom Jr, P. M. and S. H. Urgola, “Interview with Laurence Moftah about her life and experiences with her uncle Ragheb Moftah, Coptic Musicologue” (August 2014 - Present)
Center for Learning & Teaching (CLT)

Hoda Mohamed H.-d. Mostafa, Associate Professor of Practice


Maha A. B. M. Bali, Associate Professor of Practice


Social Research Center (SRC)

Hoda Rashad, Professor


Dean of Graduate Studies (DGS)

Adham R. Ramadan, Professor

doi:10.3390/catal6090138

Sciences & Engineering (SSE)

Dean: [Hassan El-Fawal]

Architecture (ARCH)

Amr E. Abdel Kawi, Professor of Practice

NM: Abdel Kawi, A. E. (2016), “Optimism is Difficult but Dreams are not”
CW: Abdel Kawi, A. E., “AIA Middle East Design Awards”, American Institute of Architects (AIA) Middle East Chapter, Dubai, UAE, (November 18, 2016 - November 20, 2016)

Sherif M. A. Abdelmohsen, Associate Professor


http://www.drs2016.org/


Basil A. Kamel, Professor

http://www.journalijar.com/article/13828/towards-a-more-appropriate-water-efficient-streetscape-design/


Magda M. H. E. Mostafa, Associate Professor


Ahmed H. Sherif, Professor


Khaled A. A. M. Tarabieh, Assistant Professor


CW: Tarabieh, K. A. A. M and A. A. Elimam, “ERECI - AUC Information Day”, Department of Architecture, Cairo, Egypt, (March 31, 2016)

**CW:** Tarabieh, K. A. A. M, “Sustainable Construction: Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow", Lafarge Holcim Foundation, Cairo, Egypt, (December 6, 2016)

**CW:** Tarabieh, K. A. A. M, “SAPTCO Project - KSA”, CPAS, CPAS, Cairo Egypt, (April 1, 2016 - Present)

**Biology (BIOL)**

**Asma Amleh, Associate Professor**


**Arthur R. Bos, Associate Professor**


CW: Bos, A. R, “Developed an Exhibition Cabinet” (October 1, 2012 - Present)

Rania M. Siam, Professor


Suher K. Zada, Professor


CP: NS Ismail, S Zada, A Kulkarni and Nageh K. Allam, Engineering Pegylated Nano-Liposomes as a Novel Delivery Platform for Anthraquinone based STAT3 inhibitor: Towards efficient activation of Dendritic Cells in Tumor Microenvironment, Material Research Society (MRS) Fall meeting , November 27 - December 2, 2016, Boston, Massachusetts, USA.

Immunotherapy Applications, 5th Sustainable Nanotechnology Organization Conference, Nov. 10-12, 2016, Orlando, Florida, USA

**CP:** N Hassan, S Zada and Nageh K. Allam, Electrospun Gelatin Nanofibers with Self-Assembled Calcium Carbonate Crystals—An Outstanding Approach for Guided Tissue Regeneration, 2016 MRS Fall Meeting, November 27 - December 2, 2016, Boston, Massachusetts, USA


**RJ:** ElHefnawi, M., T. Kim, M. Kamar, S. Min,, N. Hassan, E. El-Ahwany, H. Kim, S. Zada, M. Amer, and M. Windisch (2016), "- "In Silico Design and Experimental Validation of siRNAs targeting the conserved regions of multiple Hepatitis C Virus Genotypes"," PLOS One, 11, (Editor: Peter Sommer, French-German Advanced Translational Drug Discovery Center, FRANCE, Eds.). http://dx.doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.015921


**Construction & Arch Engineering (CANG)***

**Ahmed H. Sherif, Professor**


**Construction Engineering (CENG)**

**Mohamed N. Abou Zeid, Professor**


Ahmed S. A. El-Gendy, Associate Professor


Ahmed S. Ezeldin, Professor


and South-East Asia Structural Engineering and Construction Conference, Canadian Society of Civil Engineers, pp. GEN-69 (1-11).


**Ezzat H. Fahmy, Professor**


**Amr Hassanein, Professor**


**Ossama A. Hosny, Professor**


**RJ:** Abu Samra, S, H. Osman, and O. A. Hosny (2016), “Optimal Maintenance and Rehabilitation Policies for Performance-Based Road Maintenance Contracts”, *Journal of*


Safwan Khedr, Professor


Khaled Nassar, Associate Professor


RJ: Muhammad Adel A. Mahmoud1, Islam Ayman Mashaly, Yussra Mohamed Rashed, and Khaled Nassar , A New Dynamic Climate-Based Daylight Metric for Sustainable Building Design in Hot Climates, Modern Environmental Science and Engineering (ISSN 2333-2581), May 2016, Volume 2, No. 5, pp. Doi: 10.15341/mese(2333-2581)/05.02.2016/


CP: Osama Hosny, Khaled Trabieh, ElKhayam Dorra, Khaled Nassar, Mariam Amer, Social Impact of a Pilot Sustainable and Environmental Friendly Optimizer for Urban Landscaping (SEOUL), The 3rd Energy for Sustainability International Conference - EfS 2017: Designing Cities and Communities for the Future, Madeira, Portugal, February 8th to the 10th 2017

CP: Yasmeen A. S. Essawy and Khaled Nassar, “BIM-Based Model for the Automatic Generation of Construction Sequences” 24th International Workshop on Intelligent Computing in Engineering, University Park campus of the University of Nottingham, 10-12/07/2017 (p. 74)

CP: Tariq Zaki, Khaled Nassar, Osama Hosny, Parametric Blockwall-Assembly Algorithms for the Automated Generation of Virtual Wall Mockups using BIM, American Society of Civil Engineers, Architectural Engineering Institute Biennial Conference 2017, 11 - 13 April 2017 / Oklahoma City, USA, OK, USA

CP: Islam Mashaly, Salah El Hagar, Khaled Nassar, “THE VIABILITY OF USING DIFFERENT TYPES OF RECYCLED PLASTIC AS GLAZING IN WINDOWS”, Free University of Bozen-Bolzano, piazza Università 5, 39100 Bolzano BZ, Italy, February 8 - 10, 2017


CP: Mohamed Darwish and Khaled Nassar, “DESIGN OF WOODEN TRUSS CANTILEVERED FALSE WORK”, Jun 2016 Canadian Society for Civil Engineering General CSCE Annual Conference, building on Our Growth Opportunities Building on Our Growth Opportunities.2016, At London, ON, Canada


CP: Mohamed Darwish, Ahmed Romaih, Sama Taha, Khaled Nassar, "DESIGN OF OVERHANGING CANTILEVERED FALSE WORK," CSCE Annual Conference, building on Our Growth Opportunities Building on Our Growth Opportunities.2016, At London, ON, Canada


Ezzeldin Y. Sayed-Ahmed Elbawab, Professor


Chemistry (CHEM)

Wael M. S. Ahmed, Assistant Professor


Hassan M. E. S. Azzazy, Professor


Mayyada H. El-Sayed, Assistant Professor


Tarek Madkour, Professor


Tamer Shoeib, Professor


ME: Shoeib, T, “Al Watan”


Computer Science & Engineering (CSCE)

Yousra Alkabani, Assistant Professor


Sherif G.-D. Aly, Professor


Amr A. El-Kadi, Professor


Mohamed N. Moustafa, Associate Professor

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/308364329_GAdaBoost_Accelerating_Adaboost_Feature_Selection_with_Genetic_Algorithms


https://www.researchgate.net/publication/308673622_Reactive_Collision_Avoidance_using_Evolutionary_Neural_Networks


https://www.researchgate.net/publication/295076041_Systems_and_methods_for_face_authentication_or_recognition_using_spectrally_andor_temporally_filtered_flash_illumination

Ahmed A. W. Rafea, Professor


Electronics Engineering (EENG)

Hassanein H. Amer, Professor


Ayman Y. El Ezabi, Associate Professor


Yasser S. Gadallah, Associate Professor


Yehea Ismail, Professor


Sherif A. Mohamed, Professor


Karim G. Seddik, Associate Professor


Mathematics & Actuarial Science (MACT)

Zeinab H. Amin, Associate Professor


Gregg R. De Young, Associate Professor
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Mathematical Society, Canada: Canadian Mathematical Society Notes.


Nermine A. El Sissi, Assistant Professor
http://jtnb.cedram.org/jtnb-bin/item?id=JTNB_2016__28_1_115_0

Wafik B. Lotfallah, Professor

Mohammad M. Sadek, Associate Professor
http://jtnb.cedram.org/jtnb-bin/item?id=JTNB_2016__28_1_115_0
https://mr.math.ca/article/on-dependence-of-rational-points-on-elliptic-curves/

Noha A. Youssef, Assistant Professor
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/13572334.2016.1202646

Mechanical Engineering (MENG)

Mustafa H. Arafa, Professor
SPIE Commercial + Scientific Sensing and Imaging 2016: Energy Harvesting and Storage: Materials, Devices, and Applications VII.


Salah M. El Haggar, Professor


Mohamed S. El-Morsi, Associate Professor


Khalil I. E. Elkhodary, Assistant Professor


Mahmoud M. Farag, Professor
BC: Farag, M. M, (2016), “Design and Manufacture of Biodegradable Products from Renewable Resources”, in Handbook of Composites from Renewable Materials, WILEY-
Maki K. Habib, Professor


Mohy S. Mansour, Professor


Mohamed F. A. Mohamed, Associate Professor


Ashraf O. Nassef, Professor

Hanadi A. Salem, Professor


Mohamed Serry, Assistant Professor


Hani N. Sewilam, Professor


Petroleum and Energy Engineering (PENG)

Shedid A. El-Gaghas, Professor


Physics (PHYS)

Nageh K. Allam, Associate Professor


CW: Allam, N. K, “Czech Science Foundation”, Czech Science Foundation, Czech Science Foundation, Czech, (May 2012 - Present)


Salah M. El Sheikh, Professor

Amr M. Shaarawi, Professor

Ezzeldin A. Soliman, Professor


Mohamed Swillam, Associate Professor


CP: M. Y Elsayed, Y. Ismail, M. A. Swillam, “Graphene plasmonic electro-absorption modulator”, IEEE Photonics North (PN), 2016, Quebec City, Canada.

CP: A. M Gouda, M. Y Elsayed, C. Tharwat, M. A. Swillam, “Silicon-based nanostructures as surface enhanced Raman scattering substrates”, IEEE Photonics North (PN), 2016, Quebec City, Canada.

CP: A. B. Ayoub, M. A. Swillam, “Nanoscale plasmonic Metal-Insulator-Metal architecture for gas sensing applications”, IEEE Photonics North (PN), 2016, Quebec City, Canada.

CP: S. M. Sherif, L. Shahada, A. Zaki, and M. A. Swillam, “Hybrid Silicon Plasmonic Ring Resonator Modulator”, IEEE Photonics North (PN), 2016, Quebec City, Canada

CP: A. M. Gouda, N. K. Allam, M. A. Swillam, “Facile omnidirectional black silicon based on porous and nonporous silicon nanowires for energy applications.” IEEE Photonics North (PN), 2016, Quebec City, Canada

CP: M. Y. Elsayed, Y. Ismail, M. A. Swillam”, Semiconductor plasmonic gas sensor”, IEEE Photonics North (PN), 2016, Quebec City, Canada

CP: A. S. Abdeen, A. B. Ayoub, A. M. Attiya, M. A. Swillam, “High efficiency compact Bragg sensor”, IEEE Photonics North (PN), 2016, Quebec City, Canada

CP: R. S. El Shamy, M. Ismail, M. A. Swillam, K. Madkour, S. Hammouda, “Analytical parasitic extraction for fast physical verification of silicon photonics”, IEEE Photonics North (PN), 2016, Quebec City, Canada


CP: S. M. Sherif, L. Shahada, and M. A. Swillam, “Silicon Nanowires Organic Hybrid Modulator Based On Directional Coupler”, IEEE Photonics North (PN), 2016, Quebec City, Canada
Undergraduate Studies (UGS)

Dean: [Robert Switzer]

Core Curriculum (Core Curriculum)

Ramy M. K. Aly, Assistant Professor

Mahmoud A. A. Shaltout, Assistant Professor
CW: Shaltout, M. A. A, “Koshk Comics' Out of the Fridge 2“”, Koshk Comics, AUC Tahrir Campus, Cairo, Egypt, (June 2, 2016 - June 20, 2016)
CW: Shaltout, M. A. A, “Koshk Comics 'Out of the Fridge 3’”, Koshk Comics (as Mac Toot),
Koshk Comics, Cairo, Egypt, (December 22, 2016 - January 15, 2017)

CW: Shaltout, M. A. A, “AUC Times & AUC Caravan Comics”, Cairo, Egypt, (October 2015
- Present)

CW: Shaltout, M. A. A, “'Nuzly and Lubna' at Koshk Comics app”, Koshk Comics (as Mac
Toot), Koshk Comics, Cairo, Egypt, (September 2016 - Present)

Dean of Undergraduate Studies (Dean UGS)

Robert Switzer, Associate Professor

Ponty”, in Merleau-Ponty and the Art of Perception, (Duane H. Davis and William S.
Hamrick, Eds.), New York, NY, USA: State University of New York Press, 259-278.